We discuss the existence of weak solutions to one class of Neumann boundary value problems (BVP) for non-linear elliptic equations. We introduce a special family of perturbed optimal control problems (OCPs) where the class of fictitious controls is closely related with the properties of the distribution in the right-hand side of the elliptic equation, and we show that optimal solutions of such problems allow one to attain (in the limit) some approximate solutions as the parameter of perturbation ε > 0 tends to zero. The main questions we discuss in this paper touch on the solvability of perturbed OCPs, the uniqueness of their solutions, the asymptotic properties of optimal pairs as the perturbation parameter ε > 0 tends to zero, and deriving of optimality conditions for the perturbed OCPs. As a consequence, we obtain the sufficient conditions of the existence of weak solutions to the given class of non-linear Neumann BVPs and propose a way for their approximation.
Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the following Neumann boundary value problem (BVP):
-y + y = f (y) + g in , (.)
where f (y) = F (y), F ∈ C  (K) for any compact set K ⊂ R, F(z) ≥ F() exp(C - F z) for all z ∈ R, ∂ ∂ν is the outward normal derivative, and g ∈ L p ( ) for some  < p < ∞ is a given distribution. It is well known that the indicated BVP is ill-posed in general. It means that there is no reason to assert the existence of weak solutions to (.)-(.) for a given g ∈ L p ( ), or to suppose that such solution, even if it exists, is unique (see, for instance, Gelfand The aim of this article is to discuss the existence of weak solutions to the Neumann boundary value problem (.)-(.) and propose a way for their approximation. The characteristic feature of the indicated BVP (.)-(.) is the fact that because of the property of non-linearity of F(y), we have no prior estimate for the weak solutions in the standard functional space. Moreover, since we cannot assert that the BVP (.)-(.) admits at least one solution for a given g ∈ L p ( ), our main intention is to show that the original BVP possesses the so-called approximate weak solutions. To do so, we define the approximate solutions as the weak solutions to the problem (.)-(.) with special choice of the distribution g * ∈ which must be close (in some sense) to the original one g. The key point in this approach is the construction of the set of feasible distributions . As we will show later on, this set has a rather complicate structure. So, it is not an easy matter to touch on the choice of g * ∈ directly. In view of this, we introduce a special family of perturbed optimal control problems (OCPs) inf (u,y)∈ J ε (u, y) , where
u ∈ L p ( ) is the fictitious control, and is the set of feasible pairs (u, y) (admissible control and the 'corresponding' weak solution) restricted by the constraints J ε (u, y) < +∞, f (y) ∈ L  ( ), and related by the integral identity (∇y, ∇ϕ) + yϕ dx = f (y)ϕ dx + uϕ dx, ∀ϕ ∈ C ∞  R N .
The crucial questions we discuss in this paper are about solvability of perturbed OCPs, uniqueness of their solutions, and asymptotic properties of optimal pairs as the perturbation parameter ε >  tends to zero. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section  we give the formal statement of the boundary value problem and establish the necessary background to its study. Following the ideas of Casas, Kavian, and Puel in [], we study in Section  some auxiliary properties of the weak solutions to the Neumann problem (.)-(.). In particular, we show that a prior estimate for the weak solutions in H  ( ) can be derived if only such solutions have L  ( )-bounded Laplacian. The key result of this section is Proposition ., which gives reasons to suppose that the set of weak solutions with L  ( )-bounded Laplacian is not weakly closed in H  ( ) in general. In Section , we consider the sequence of parametrized OCPs associated with the original BVP (.)-(.) and show that each of this problem has a unique optimal control in spite of the fact that the corresponding sets of fictitious controls are not necessary closed in the L p -topology.
The variational properties of optimal pairs to the parametrized OCPs and their asymptotic behavior are studied in Section . It has been shown that such sequences are sequentially compact in the weak topology of L p ( ) × H  ( ) and each of their cluster points can be interpreted as an approximation solution to the original BVP. In the last section we investigate the optimality conditions to the fictitious OCPs. Thus, we derive the sufficient conditions of the existence of weak solutions to the class of non-linear Neumann BVP (.)-(.) with g ∈ L p ( ) (where p > ) and give a practical approach to the approximation of such solutions (for the details we refer to Theorem .). It seems to us, following the same way the existence can be studied of approximate solutions to BVP (.)-(.) provided the distribution g is in BV( ) ∩ L  ( ). However, as to the case when g ∈ L  ( ) and g / ∈ L +δ ( ) for any δ > , it apparently remains an open question now.
Statement of the problem and some preliminaries
Let be a bounded open connected subset of R N (N > ). We assume that the boundary ∂ is of the class C , or is a convex domain with Lipschitzian boundary. So, the unit outward normal ν = ν(x) is well defined for H N- -a.a. x ∈ ∂ , where a.a. means here with respect to the (N -)-dimensional Hausdorff measure H N- . Throughout the paper we assume that is star-shaped with respect to some interior point
Let F : R → (, +∞) be a mapping such that F ∈ C  loc (R) and there exists a constant C F >  satisfying
that is, in the following we may suppose that
Let p ( < p < ∞) be a given real number and let g ∈ L p ( ) be a given distribution. By H  ( ) we denote the Sobolev space as the closure of C ∞  (R N ) with respect to the norm
In order to give a precise meaning to the solution to BVP (.)-(.) and indicate its characteristic properties, we begin with the following concept.
Definition . We say that a function y = y(g) is a weak solution to the boundary value problem (.)-(.) for a given distribution g ∈ L p ( ) with p >  if y ∈ H  ( ), y belongs to the class of functions
and the integral identity
As was indicated before, it is unknown whether the original BVP admits at least one weak solution in the sense of Definition . for a given distribution g ∈ L p ( ). Moreover, as follows from (.), the continuity of the form
is not evident. This motivates us to introduce the following set.
Definition . We say that an element y ∈ H  ( ) belongs to the set H f if
with some constant depending on y.
As a result, we have: if y ∈ H f then y ∈ Y . Moreover, in this case the mapping ϕ → [y, ϕ] f can be defined for all ϕ ∈ H  ( ) using (.) and the standard rule
where {ϕ ε } ε> ⊂ C ∞  (R N ) and ϕ ε → ϕ strongly in H  ( ). In particular, if y ∈ H f , then we can define the value [y, y] f and this one is finite for every y ∈ H f , although the 'integrand' yf (y) does not need to be integrable on , in general. Taking this fact into account, we immediately arrive at the following conclusion. 
We note that by the initial assumptions and Hölder's inequality, this relation makes sense because
However, since it is unknown whether the value [y, y] f preserves a constant sign for all y ∈ H f , it follows that we cannot make use of the energy equality (.) in order to derive a prior estimate in · H  ( ) -norm for the weak solutions. In particular, to specify the term [y, y] f we can use the following result.
Lemma . Let y ∈ Y be a weak solution to BVP
Remark . Here, (H  ( )) * stands for the dual space of H  ( ) and, hence, (H  ( )) * can be identified with the direct sum
Proof Following the definition of the weak solution, we have (see (.))
In view of our assumptions, it is plausible to suppose that
Hence, using the fact that y ∈ H f , we get
Let us take now z ∈ H  ( ) such that z ≥  almost everywhere in . For every ε > , let T ε : R → R be the truncation operator defined by
The following property of T ε is well known (see
Hence, T ε (z) → z almost everywhere in . Since
it follows that {T ε (z)f (y)} ε> is a pointwise non-decreasing sequence, and T ε (z)f (y) → zf (y) for almost all x ∈ . Therefore, by the monotone convergence theorem, zf (y) is a measurable function on , and
Thus, (.) holds true for each z ∈ H  ( ) such that z ≥ .
As for a general case, i.e. z ∈ H  ( ), it is enough to note that z = z
To complete the proof, it remains to observe that
holds true for an arbitrary element z ∈ H  ( ). As a result, we have
and
As a direct consequence of this lemma and Proposition ., we have the following result. 
Some auxiliary results and prior estimates
In this section we deal with some extra properties of the weak solutions to the boundary value problem (.)-(.). In some aspects we follow the ideas of Casas, Kavian, and Puel
[] where the Dirichlet boundary value problem with exponential non-linearity has been considered.
where x  ∈ int is a point such that (σ -x  , ν(σ )) ≥  for almost all σ ∈ ∂ , and ν(σ ) denotes the outward unit normal vector to ∂ at the point σ .
Proof In view of the initial assumptions, we have -
and, therefore, the integral identity (.) makes sense for any test function ϕ ∈ L  ( ). Let
Step . We apply the formula of integration by parts to the left-hand side of (.) keeping in mind that the initial assumptions on domain and condition y ∈ L  ( ) imply y ∈ H  ( ) ([], Section .). This yields
Since, by the star-shaped property of , we have (σ -
it follows that
Step . Before proceeding, let us notice that the relation
By definition of T ε , we have
) and almost everywhere in .
As a result, the equality (.) is a direct consequence of the formula of integration by parts. Now we are in a position to transform the right-hand side in (.). Indeed, due to equation (.), we have
because of the star-shaped property of and the fact that Remark . In the following, we will use the following version of inequality (.):
The next result is crucial in this section. Namely, we show that inequality (.) implies some prior estimate for the weak solutions y ∈ Y to the original BVP.
Theorem . Let y ∈ Y be a weak solution to BVP (.)-(.) such that y satisfies the inequality
for some positive constants C i ,  ≤ i ≤ , independent of g and y.
Proof Combining the energy equality (.) with inequality (.), we get
Hence, in view of estimate (.), we can rewrite the last relation as follows:
For our further analysis, we set
where the constant C F is defined in (.). Since F : R → (, +∞), it follows from (.) that
Then inequality (.) yields the following relation:
Therefore,
As a result, we get from (.) and the previous inequality
Finally using the energy equality (.), we obtain
and this implies the desired estimate (.). In order to establish the estimate (.), it is enough to make use of (.) in (.). The proof is complete.
Remark . It is worth to notice that inequality (.) makes sense even if we do not assume the fulfillment of inclusion y ∈ L  ( ) but only have y ∈ Y and g ∈ L p ( ). At the same time it is unknown whether this inequality holds for an arbitrary weak solution to BVP (.)-(.). Since the existence and uniqueness of the weak solutions to the original BVP is an open question for arbitrary given distribution g ∈ L p ( ) with p > , the following result reflects some interesting properties of weak solutions satisfying inequality (.).
, and
Then y is a weak solution to BVP
the inequality (.), and
Proof By the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem, the embedding
Hence, the weak convergence
Therefore, up to a subsequence, we can suppose that y k (x) → y(x) for almost every point x ∈ . As a result, we have the pointwise convergence: f (y k ) → f (y) everywhere in . Let us show that this implies the strong convergence (.).
With that in mind we recall that a sequence {f k } k∈N is called equi-integrable on if for any δ > , there is a τ = τ (δ) such that S |f k | dx < δ for every measurable subset S ⊂ of Lebesgue measure |S| < τ . Let us show that the sequence {f (y k )} k∈N is equi-integrable on . To do so, we take m >  such that
where the constants C i , i = , , , are as in (.). We also set τ = δ/(f (m)). Then, for every measurable set S ⊂ with |S| < τ , we have
As a result, the assertion (.) is a direct consequence of Lebesgue's convergence theorem. Hence, y ∈ Y and it is easy to show that the limit pair (g, y) is related by the integral identity (.). Indeed, in view of the initial assumptions and the strong convergence property (.), the limit passage in
becomes trivial. Thus, y is a weak solution to BVP (.)-(.) for the given g ∈ L p ( ).
Our next aim is to prove that (g, y) satisfies (.). With that in mind we make use of the following result (see Boccardo 
Hence, in view of (.) and
Thus, in the following we may suppose that
Let us show that this fact implies the strong convergence of gradients
Indeed, for an arbitrary small set A, by the Hölder inequality for any q, q ≥  such that /q + /q = , we have
Having chosen q >  such that p q = , we obtain
that is, the sequence {|∇y k -∇y| p } k∈N is equi-integrable. Combining this fact with (.),
by the Lebesgue convergence theorem, we conclude:
and, therefore,
As a result, we get
(as a product of weakly and strongly convergent sequences),
Then we can pass to the limit in the inequality (.) to finally obtain
The proof is complete.
Fictitious controls and associated optimal control problems
Let us consider the following sequence of optimal control problems (OCPs) associated with BVP (.)-(.):
Here, we consider the function u ∈ L p ( ) as a fictitious control and ε is a small parameter. Hereinafter we assume that the parameter ε varies within a strictly decreasing sequence of positive real numbers which converge to zero. It is worth to notice that, in contrast to the original BVP (.)-(.) for which it is unknown whether the set of its weak solutions is non-empty, each of the parametrized OCPs (.)-(.) is regular in the following sense: the set of feasible solutions is always nonempty. Indeed, it is enough to take an arbitrary function y ∈ C ∞ ( ) with 
Proof Since = ∅, it follows that for given ε >  and g ∈ L p ( ) there exists a minimizing
As a result, we have
and this estimate implies that each of the pairs (u ε,k , y ε,k ) satisfies the inequality (see (.) and Proposition .)
Moreover, in view of Theorem ., we have
for ε >  small enough, where the constants C  and C  do not depend on ε. Thus, passing to subsequences, if necessary, we can suppose that there exists a pair
Hence, in view of Proposition ., y 
It remains to show that (u 
where the norm in H  ( ) can be defined in the standard way as the norm of the graph:
Hence, the limit properties (.) can be supplemented by the following one:
As a result, making use of the lower semi-continuity property of the cost functional
arrive at the following relation:
is an optimal pair to the corresponding optimization problem (.).
Our next intention is to discuss the uniqueness property of the solutions to OCPs (.). We begin with the following noteworthy characteristic of the set . 
is non-empty and convex.
Proof Since the set of feasible solution is non-empty, it follows from (.) that = ∅. Let us establish the convexity of . Let (u  , y  ) and (u  , y  ) be two different pairs of . It is clear that in this case we have y  = y  and u  , u  ∈ . Let λ ∈ (, ). We set
Our aim is to show that u ∈ . Since for Lipschitz the mapping (-+ I) :
* is an isomorphism, we can define, in a unique way, a distribution z ∈ H  ( ) as follows:
By the initial assumptions, we have
Hence,
Taking into account the facts that f = F (z) >  almost everywhere in (see (.)) and f satisfies the Jensen inequality
we obtain -z + z ≤ f (z) + u and -y + y by (.) and (.)
i.e. z is a subsolution to the boundary value problem
and y is its supersolution. Moreover, since 
Hence, ψ ∈ Y and, therefore, ψ is a weak solution to BVP (.). In order to prove the inclusion u ∈ , it remains to establish that (u, ψ) ∈ . To do so, we note that
is an admissible pair to each of OCPs (.). Thus, u ∈ . OCP. Moreover, as we show in the next assertion, the main result of Theorem . can be essentially specified.
Remark . In general, we cannot assert that the set is closed in L p ( ). Indeed, let
{u k } k∈N ⊂ be a sequence such that u k → u in L p ( ) as k → ∞. Let {y k } k∈N ∈ Y be
Theorem . Under assumptions of Lemma ., each of the OCPs (.) has a unique solution.
Proof Let us assume the converse. Namely, let ε >  be a fixed value and let (u ε, , y ε, ) and (u ε, , y ε, ) be two different pairs such that (u ε, , y ε, ) = (u ε, , y ε, ) and
We set u ε = (u ε, + u ε, )/. By analogy with the proof of Lemma ., it is easy to show that there exists a distribution ψ ε ∈ H  ( ) such that (u ε , ψ ε ) ∈ and
In fact, because of the strict convexity of f , it can be shown that the previous inequality is strict in . Indeed, since
by the Jensen inequality, and
=  on because of the strict convexity of f , it follows that (y ε, + y ε, )/ > ψ ε in by the strong maximum principle [, ]. As a result, we obtain an inequality
which is a contradiction with the fact that (u ε , ψ ε ) is an admissible pair to the problem (.). 
Remark . As was mentioned in Remark ., the convex set is not closed in
L p ( ). Let ⊂ L p ( ) denote
Variational properties of fictitious optimal control problems
Before setting foot in the asymptotic analysis of the sequence of OCPs (.) as ε → , we define the μ-topology on L p ( ) × H  ( ) as the product of weak topologies of L p ( ) and H  ( ), respectively. Let cl μ be the sequential closure of the set of feasible pairs with respect to the μ-topology. In view of Proposition ., it is clear that in this case we have
Indeed, let u be an arbitrary element of . Then there exists a sequence {u ε } ε> ∈ such that u ε → u in L p ( ) as ε → . By definition of the set , it follows that we can construct a sequence of pairs {(u ε , y ε )} ε> such that (u ε , y ε ) ∈ for all ε > . In view of the definition of the set and Theorem ., the sequence of states {y ε } ε> is bounded in H  ( ). So, we can suppose that there exists an element y ∈ H  ( ) such that, up to a subsequence,
) and therefore (u, y) ∈ cl μ . As a result, we see that u belongs to the set {v ∈ L p ( ) :
that is, we have shown that
In order to establish the converse inclusion, we fix an arbitrary pair (u
To conclude, it is enough to apply Mazur's theorem. Thus,
and combining this fact with (.), we arrive at the required equality. It is clear now that cl μ ⊆ , where the set is defined in (.). However, we cannot exclude the case when we have (u, y) ∈ and u ∈ L p ( ) \ . Hence, the validity of the inclusion ⊆ cl μ is not a clear issue. So, our next intention is to specify the structure of the set cl μ and see whether the property ⊆ cl μ holds.
Lemma . Assume that is a star-shaped domain with respect to some of its interior points x  .
Assume also that, in addition to the property (.), the function F ∈ C  loc (R) is such that its derivative f = F : → (, ∞) is a strictly convex function. Then
Proof Since the set in the right-hand side of (.) can be represented as
and the inclusion cl μ ⊆ ∩ ( × Y ) is obvious, we concentrate at the proof of the reverse inclusion
Let (u * , y * ) be an arbitrary representative of the set ∩ ( × Y ). Then y * is a weak solution to the boundary value problem (.)-(.) with g = u * in the sense of Definition .. Our aim is to show that (u * , y * ) ∈ cl μ . To this end, it is enough to prove the existence of the sequence
The most natural way to construct such sequences is to apply the procedure of the direct smoothing. Indeed, let us define the elements y ε ∈ H  ( ) as follows:
where σ (ε) >  is a positive value such that σ (ε) →  as ε → , K is a positive compactly supported smooth function with properties
Then the property
is the direct consequence of the classical properties of smoothing. Moreover, we can suppose that ∂y ε ∂ν has zero trace on ∂ for each ε small enough, i.e., in view of (.) we have: y ε ∈ H  ( ) and ∂y ε ∂ν =  on ∂ for each ε > . It remains to note that the parameters σ (ε) can be defined such that lim ε→ √ ε/σ  (ε) = . Hence,
Summarizing these properties, we can infer that for a given element y * ∈ Y ⊂ H  ( ) with ∂y * ∂ν =  on ∂ there exists a sequence {y ε } ε> such that (a) y ε ∈ Y , ∂y ε ∂ν =  on ∂ for each ε > , and y ε → y
The smoothing parameter σ (ε) can be defined such that for a given non-negative constant
Hence, we can supplement the above properties (a)-(b) by the following one:
Let us define the corresponding controls {u ε } ε> as follows:
Since y ε are the smooth functions, we obviously have u ε ∈ L p ( ). Moreover, by Proposi-
and the inequality
Thus, the sequence {(u ε , y ε )} ε> belongs to the set ⊂ . It remains to show that
With that in mind, we make use of the following two
Since the functions u ε and y ε are smooth enough, it follows that each component Q of the sets ε = {x ∈ |χ ε, > } and \ ε is -connected in the sense of Zhikov (i.e. the implication 
we get
As a result, we deduce that the sequence {u ε } ε> is relatively compact with respect to the weak topology of (H  ( )) * .
Let u  ∈ (H  ( )) * be any of its cluster point and let {u ε k } k∈N be a subsequence of {u ε } ε> such that
Our next intension is to show that u  ∈ L  ( ). As follows from (.), the sequence
Moreover, the properties (.) and (.) imply that
Due to this and the the energy equality
we can conclude that the sequence {u ε y ε } ε> is equi-integrable on . Hence, by DunfordPettis Theorem, {u ε y ε } ε> is a weakly compact sequence in L  ( ). So, without loss of generality, we can suppose that there exists a function v : → R such that
It remains to note that by definition (H  ( ))
only if there exists a collection of functions
Taking into account these facts and comparing them with the representation (.), we conclude that the distribution u
Thus, in view of equality (.) and the fact that {u ε } ε> ⊂ L  ( ), we can suppose that
, it follows that each of the pairs (u ε k , y ε k ) is related by the integral identity
Taking into account that y ε k → y * in H  ( ), we can pass to the limit in (.) as k → ∞ (see the proof of Proposition . for the details). We get (∇y
On the other hand, (u * , y * ) ∈ ∩ ( × Y ). Hence, this pair is related by the similar relation (∇y
Combining (.) with (.), we obtain 
where y = y * provided the Neumann boundary value problem (.)-(.) has a unique solu-
Proof Let (u * , y * ) ∈ cl μ be an arbitrary pair. Closely following the proof of Lemma ., we can construct a sequence 
where co A denotes the convex hull of the set A. In view of Lemma ., is a convex set. Since {u ε k } k∈N ⊂ , it follows from (.) that { u ε k } k∈N ⊂ as well. Let us show that the corresponding weak solutions y k to the boundary value problem
satisfy properties (.) and (.). By definition of the convex hull co{u ε  , u ε  , . . . , u ε k } we have: for each k ∈ N there exists a collection of non-negative real numbers {α ,k , . . . , α k,k } such that
With each control u ε k we associate two elements z k ∈ H   ( ) and w k ∈ H   ( ) by the following rule:
Taking into account the facts that f (y) >  almost everywhere in (see (.)) and f satisfies Jensen's inequality
we obtain
i.e. z k is a subsolution to the boundary value problem
and w k is its supersolution. Moreover, since
on ∂ . Hence, by the strong maximum principle [], we conclude that w k ≥ z k in . Thus, following the classical techniques [], we can deduce that for given control u ε k there exists a solution y ε k to the above Neumann boundary value problem and it is such that
Moreover, as follows from (.) and the fact that z k , w k ∈ H  ( ), we have y ε k ∈ H  ( ) and
Hence, y ε k ∈ Y and, therefore, y ε k is a weak solution to BVP (.). Let us show that { y ε k } k∈N is a weakly compact sequence in H  ( ) with the extra property y ε k ∈ L  ( ) ∀ε > , and lim
Indeed, as follows from (.), we have
As to the supersolutions w k , we get
As a result, it follows from inequality (.) and estimates (.), and (.) that the sequence { y ε k } k∈N is bounded in H  ( ) and, hence, there exists an element y ∈ H  ( ) such that, up to a subsequence,
Then Proposition . implies that y is a weak solution to BVP (.)-(.) for g = u * and the pair (u * , y) satisfies the inequality (.). It is clear now that y = y * provided the Neumann boundary value problem (.)-(.) has a unique solution for g = u * . Thus, the sequence {( u ε , y ε )} ε> possesses the desired properties (.)-(.). As to the property (.), its validity immediately follows from (.) and (.). The proof is complete.
Our main intention in this paper is to discuss the variational properties of the solutions to the sequence of fictitious optimal control problems (.) as ε → . As usual, we assume that is star-shaped with respect to some of its interior point x  and in addition to the property (.), the function f :
be a sequence of optimal pairs to the corresponding fictitious problem (.). As follows from Theorem ., each of the OCPs (.) has a unique solution. We begin with the following result.
Proposition . There exists a pair
Proof Since the pair ( u, y) := (-f (), ) is feasible for each of OCPs (.), i.e. ( u, y) ∈ , it follows that
So, we can suppose that there exist a subsequence of {(u
To conclude the proof, it remains to note that (u  , y  ) ∈ cl μ by Proposition . and Lemma .. subjected to the constraints
with r > N > , and let h ∈ L s ( ) be a given distribution. Due to the wellknown regularity result (see [] ), the unique solution z ∈ H  ( ) of the following Neumann boundary value problem:
belongs to L ∞ ( ) and there exists a constant C s (independent of z and h) such that
We are now in a position to establish the following result. 
satisfies the following optimality system: it follows that
Moreover, taking into account that
we finally get
where
Since the estimate (.) is valid for all h ∈ C ∞  (R N ) and the set C ∞  (R N ) is dense in (H  ( )) * , we deduce from the above inequality that ϕ ε ∈ H  ( ). It remains to notice that equations (.) are direct consequences of the integral identity (.).
Conclusion
Because of ill-posedness of the original BVP (.)-(.), it is reasonably to suppose that the set of solutions to minimization problem (.) is not singleton. On the other hand, we have 
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